
 

Ipsos and UCT Unilever Institute of Strategic Marketing
partner to uncover the potential of the sub-Saharan Africa
middle class

The continent of Africa is largely viewed as the next big opportunity for business growth yet details remain sketchy, from
articles denying its very existence to dramatic generalisation of what this market is all about.

In a research project aimed to scope out and “de-average” members of the misunderstood middle class in sub-Saharan
Africa, UCT Unilever Institute of Strategic Marketing (UUISM) and Ipsos have partnered in a multi-city study. “The study
follows a very exciting and unique process,” states Nanzala Mwaura, Director of Client Relations in SSA. “We are using a
very exploratory, investigative approach and we are open to going where the research takes us.” The research will
comprise qualitative, quantitative and ethnographic methodologies. One of the highlights of the study will be the use of
mobile qualitative solutions which allows us to interact with our respondents as they go about their daily lives. The topics that
we will explore will cover the full spectrum of our respondents’ lives – education, income, health, insurance, entertainment,
to name a few.

“Africa has become home to a growing middle class, thanks to improved economic policies, regional cooperation and
integration and increases in the quality of government and institutions,” states Professor John Simpson from UUISM.
“Increased understanding, a shared definition and insights from this market will be invaluable to a number of organisations
working across the continent,” he continues. The study’s sponsors include Unilever, Tiger Brands, Pepsico and Yum. This
project is made possible by the long-standing relationship between Ipsos and Unilever.

Ipsos is a global research company with a major African footprint and are well positioned to carry out the research and
work collaboratively across the region, with years of experience in doing this. “We are very enthusiastic about working with
UUISM, and look forward to bringing this market to life upon completion. The output will incorporate findings from all stages
of the research, video profiles and definitions not just of the middle class, but of all the segments within it,” says Nanzala.
The team at Ipsos comprises a number of research staff from very diverse backgrounds and possess a lot of knowledge of
the continent. The central project team will be based in South Africa.

“This is one of the largest projects that we’ve ever initiated and by partnering with Ipsos, we are able to cover more ground
than working apart, both geographically speaking and in terms of the types of insights we glean,” says Paul Egan, UUISM
project manager. The study covers west, east and southern Africa and research will be carried out in 10 cities in Africa.
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“We expect to uncover the golden threads that tie up all these people across these cities and we expect to identify the
aspects that make them so different too. The first phase of the research will cover the opportunity and definition of the
middle class in sub-Saharan Africa, and the second to uncover deeper attitudes and behaviours among the emerging
middle class."

The project should be complete by the 3rd Quarter in 2016.

About Ipsos

Ipsos is an independent market research company controlled and managed by research professionals. Founded in France
in 1975, Ipsos has grown into a worldwide research group with a strong presence in all key markets. Ipsos ranks third in
the global research industry.

Ipsos has been listed on the Paris Stock Exchange since 1999 and generated global revenues of € 1.712,4m (2 274 M$) in
2013.

With offices in 87 countries, Ipsos delivers insightful expertise across six research specialisations: advertising, customer
loyalty, marketing, media, public affairs research, and survey management.

Ipsos researchers assess market potential and interpret market trends. They develop and build brands. They help clients
build long-term relationships with their customers. They test advertising and study audience responses to various media and
they measure public opinion around the globe.

Visit www.ipsos.com to learn more about Ipsos’ offerings and capabilities.

GAME CHANGERS

« Game Changers » is the Ipsos signature.

At Ipsos we are passionately curious about people, markets, brands and society.
We make our changing world easier and faster to navigate and inspire clients to make smarter decisions.

We deliver with security, speed, simplicity and substance. We are Game Changers.

Ipsos is listed on Eurolist - NYSE-Euronext.
The company is part of the SBF 120 and the Mid-60 index
and is eligible for the Deferred Settlement Service (SRD).
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